Review regarding the genomic evolution in sheep milk production and their application to improve the selection criteria
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ABSTRACT

Genomic era beginning in 2009 when a lot of studies were undertaken in small ruminants to revel the animal genomes and this new technology make possible this achievement with specific tools like ovine SNP chip. First countries with tradition in sheep production that participated and implemented this new technology for Genomic evaluation were Australia, New Zealand followed by France that applied genomics in dairy sheep and goats. Researches were made recently to fill the existent gap for sheep dairy breeds having in mind the examples from dairy cattle from United States of America. The complex mechanism of milk production involves many genes responsible with different tasks. Some of this genes had the expression in the mammary gland. Genomics helps a lot sheep breeders by minimizing genotyping cost with a better understanding of how to maximize benefits of genomic selection. To be able to accomplish worldwide foods necessities for human requirements, we must have in mind the demographic explosion, the climate change and the eminent crises that will appear soon, in agriculture and animal science and start to found sustainable solutions for these problems. Genomic information helps a lot to take the most appropriate decision when is all about how to select an animal that must be genetically conserved, avoiding the biased estimating breeding values and keeping the genetic diversity.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic variability of Sheep global population account approximately 1300 breeds very well adapted in a variety of different climates as a result of genetic selection for milk, meat and wool production, (Scherf, 2000). Sheep were chosen to participate on human consumption for being so fitted to the demands of the third world countries to cover the basic necessity for food and clothe with meat, milk, and wool fiber and also because of the suitable requirements for housing and breeding conditions, having a short generation interval and a docile behavior, (Alkass at al., 2017; Ulises, 2020). Even so in time the human necessity for meat and wool decreased in the last 4 decades and the preferences were directed to the beef, pork and chicken and that why the sheep population declined in the last 15 years for the countries with tradition like Australia, New Zealand, USA, France, England, Spain (FAOSTAT, February, 2013). The opportunity that remained this days for sheep industry was for the niche products requirements of the American consumers for organic lamb meat of high quality, cheese specialties and traditional textile as blankets, rugs and clothes. Having in mind these demands researching area was preparing to understand and find out a better possibility to improve and increase constantly the quality of sheep genome. While the productivity was increasing appeared the sensibility of the new sheep breeds to the parasites and the research tendency was to improve this chapter of the genetic markers for internal parasite resistance (Marshall et al., 2011; Matika et al., 2011; Silva et al., 2012). Sheep breeds were also a suitable model for lab experiments and biomedical research with low requirements for housing and having a docile behavior in order to obtain precious information about similar physiological functions for humans, like embryology development, fetal development, immunology, endocrinology, and reproduction. Sheep anatomy and physiology was fitted to explore a few human
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disease and to solve health problems like chronic renal failure, Bernstine, (1970), fetal renal disease, Springer et al., (2012), the life span of red blood cells (Carter et al., 1965) and recently disease of human osteoarthritis, Cake et al., (2012), ligament regeneration, (Kon et al., 2012). Sheep genome was first developed starting with information about gene map and research for the identification of gene markers location on each chromosomes using in situ hybridization, Di Meo et al., (2007) and somatic cell hybrid panels, Burkin et al., (1997). Next step to follow in sheep genome was the linkage discovered behind genes mapping starting in 1994 with 19 linkage groups with 52 markers and candidate genes RFLP, (Crawford et al. 1994). Booroola fecundity gene was mapped by sheep genome scanning, (Montgomery et al., 1993). International Mapping Flock (IMF) by AgResearch, from New Zealand was starting his activity and the number of loci on the ovine linkage map have increased exponentially using a three-generation pedigree with nine full sibs families descended from one male by embryo transfer finely reaching to the 246 markers, (Crawford et al., 1995). Then in 2001 Maddox et al., (2001) continued the research and ovine linkage map developed reaching at 1093 loci and in 2012 the number of loci discovered had doubled at 2528, (Jill Maddox, personal communication). A great contribution had the research area in defining the main resources and molecular information to describe entire sheep genome that was used in sheep genetic studies. These studies help a lot to develop genomic resources for sheep and made available important molecular information with the participation of the International Sheep Genomics Consortium (ISGC), composed by scientists from Australia, Canada, China, France, New Zealand, UK, and USA. Even the studies of the genomic information were not so comprehensive like in mice, cattle and human today research work must be continued to expose more about sheep genome. That why the purpose of this review is to underline the main objectives that must be reached by the sheep breeding farmers for dairy sheep production that are using the most modern methodology to obtain the genomic breeding value. Entire world is changing with globalization and especially Europe is participating actively by decreasing the production subsidies, and increasing the proportion of health, food safety, animal welfare, and environment conditions traits. That why selection for sheep dairy receive several new important traits to be improved and adopted as new criteria for genomic selection: the ability for milking and udder morphology, diseases resistance to mastitis, internal parasites and scrapie. Genomic evaluation made easier the task of sheep breeders coming with new objectives for selection. Having in mind the human demands regarding milk composition, breeders must pay attention to fat acids composition and bioactive peptides that must be accomplished by fulfilling the nutritional value. Regarding the safety of milk an important aspect is the presence of pathogens or contaminants such as antibiotics or hormones that must be controlled and not be detected in the sheep milk. Another target of the sheep breeders are traits that increase the sheep adaptability to local breeding conditions regarding fitness, wool, longevity and feed efficiency that improve constantly feed intake, body reserves and body weight. A healthy animal has also a great ability for reproduction with important traits that must be improved by genomic selection which are sexual precocity, fertility, prolificacy, out-of-season lambing ability and meat quality by lamb suckling ability.

The classic breeding programs that are for the moment ongoing in dairy sheep in the world until now were based on traditional quantitative approach how lid to an important genetic gains for milk production. Standard methods were used for improving genetic gain and productivity in dairy sheep starting with B.L.U.P. Methodology (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) which evolved in time from Sire model, (Everett at al., 1984) to Animal model, (Mrode, 2005) then appeared Test day model, Bauer at al., (2012) followed by Random regression model, (Schaffer, 2016; Shaffer, 2018). Now this days the classical genetic sources that participated to obtain genetic progress were completed by Marker Assisted Selection, (Barillet, 2007; Mitzal at al., 2010) and today the most upgraded selection program is based on Genomic evaluation, (Legarra at al., 2014). Sheep milk production was gradually improved and dairy sheep selection was based recently on milk composition, udder morphology, and Somatic Cell Count that had been implemented with success. Master Assisted Selection helped a lot for scrapie resistance using molecular information. In the beginning the opportunity to embrace other important traits for sheep milk genetic progress was limited by higher costs and was necessary to manager better traditional selection programs closely related with the new approach of the molecular information. Harder work research was enterprise to improve traditional dairy traits beside traits that were costly to record in dairy sheep. That why the most effective strategy was to find out new polymorphic genes affecting sheep dairy traits with economic importance. Genomic approach came naturally having a reach background of the experimental populations created for QTL detection with high-density SNP arrays. Genome-wide selection implies higher costs and is not affordable for the most dairy sheep breeds that why it was difficult to find well-structured reference populations for the estimation of SNP effects for all kind of traits.

Advantages of the genomic selection application for sheep milk production

Multiple studies were undertaken in small ruminants to revel the animal Genome beginning with 2009 and the
technologies that make possible this achievement was the development of the 50K ovine SNP chip. The countries with tradition in sheep production that participated and implemented this new technology for Genomic evaluation were Australia, New Zealand with a significant sheep population on global level, followed by France that applied genomics in dairy sheep and goats. This opportunity with Genomic evaluation was exploited in United Kingdom, by the sheep breeders that had the intuition to see the advantages offered by its applications. This way sheep breeders could solve specific issues of genomic selection that include: small reference population size, low linkage disequilibrium, multi-breed evaluations, lack of phenotype recording in many countries, and marginal cost-benefit at historic genotyping costs. Genomic helps a lot sheep breeders by minimizing genotyping cost with a better understanding of how to maximize benefits of genomic selection. Worldwide to accomplish the foods necessities for human requirements, having in mind the demographic explosion, the climate change and the eminent crises that will appear soon, in agriculture and animal science we must found sustainable solutions to these problems. Some of these problems will be solved with the help of the sheep and goat breeders that will select the animals specialized for dairy, meat, and wool production.

All this goals will be realized with animal genetic improvement, also for functional traits like reproduction and disease resistance. New method of investigation was discovered beginning with 2007 with the next generation sequencing (NGS) that rapidly made it possible to discover the sequencing in sheep and goats genomes, (Jiang et al., 2014, Dong et al., 2013). With the help of advanced technologies from industry of informatics appeared the opportunity to develop high-density SNP chips of 54 K used in microarray by the International Sheep Genomics Consortium (ISGC; www.sheephapmap.org Kijas et al., 2009). Tosser-Klopp et al., (2014) mentioned in his research that in the next year the example of sheep was followed by the International Goat Genome Consortium (IGGC; www.goatgenome.org) and 52K chip for goats was developed by Illumina (SNP50 BeadChip; www.illumina.com).

**Genomic evaluation in large commercial breeds** represent a challenge from economic point of view that helps the farmers and breeders to improve small ruminants using adequate breeding programs to the requirements of animals and humans. Farther research and investigations are needed to take place for small ruminants alongside with pedigree data, phenotype and genotype that are important to come with genomic data. This was proved already in dairy cows in very efficient way by reducing the interval generation for sires with their selection for dairy traits offered by the daughters. By testing the young bulls the interval generation is smaller and their genome can be seen immediately with reflection in farmer profit. Dairy cows example could be followed by genomic selection in sheep and goats area to improve quickly the genetic progress of the most important traits measured later in the life of reproductive females. All females must be selected for a better longevity of the productive life, better reproduction, motherhood qualities, breeding seasonality, diseases resistance and very good milk production and milk quality composition, (Leggara et al., 2014). The achievement of this desire is stopped by the higher price of the genotyping the animals in the case of sheep and goats breeding. Multiple studies come to show that for the moment is hard to assimilate this modern technology and many of the important traits are measures earlier in the productive life, like growth traits, carcass ultrasound measurements with immediate results for genetic improvement. Genomic selection in sheep and goats were recently applied in countries with tradition in sheep milk production with important number of animal populations like United Kingdom, New Zealand and France, (Mucha et al., 2015; Auvray et al., 2014; Carillier et al., 2013, 2014). Once known the genomic type of the reference population, this become a strong link and an etalon for the related genetic populations with genotyping information linked with the phenotypic performances. Having in mind the limited possibilities of the majority of small ruminant breeder to create a reference population, a few countries had the opportunity to study and create them for pure sheep and goat breeds. The size of this genomic data base is comprehensive for a relative small number of individuals from Western Pyrenees with 1900 animals for dairy sheep breed, (Leggara et al., 2014); followed by United Kingdom with 2400 sheep and France with 2700 goats. Almost a double number was recorded for Lacaune dairy sheep, with 4800 animals (Larroque et al., 2014). In New Zealand, Romney had a pure breed reference population with 5300 individuals. Despite small reference populations, genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP) resulted in a greater accuracies of EBV (estimating breeding value) than pedigree-based BLUP although for some traits and population, the increase in accuracy was small. Gains in GEBV accuracies were estimated to be by Balocche et al. (2014) between 0.10 and 0.20 across milk production traits in Lacaune dairy sheep. The gain in GEBV accuracy in the French and UK dairy goat populations amounted to 0.06 for milk yield and 0.14 for fat and protein content, (Carillier et al., 2014). The extent of Linkage Disequilibrium estimated by average $r^2$ values between adjacent markers (50kb) ranged from 0.10 to 0.18 for Saanen and Alpine goat populations (Carillier et al., 2013; Brito et al., 2015; Mucha et al., 2015) and were mostly between 0.08 and 0.12 in sheep, (Balocche et al., 2014; Kijas et al., 2014). Soay sheep (Kijas et al., 2014) and boar goat, (Brito et al., 2015) were
Gene expression and response to selection. The real gain of the genomic breeding value is that it skips the bias in the estimation making early the selection of the young candidates, and having a better accuracy. The calculation method implies to have a small reference population and is necessary to use a single-step methodology which summarize the phenotype, genotype and relatives relationship data to calculate genomic breeding value, (Leggara et al., 2009); Misztal et al., (2009). An important advantage of this method is that the phenotypic information coming from all animals and their relatives could be analyzed in the same time with the other sources, with or without genotype, having a prediction accuracy between 22-37% said Carillier et al., (2014) in his study made on Alpine and Saanen breeds. Leggara et al., (2014) has found out that by the usual methodology used until now with relatives information for genetic evaluation and using single-step method made on milk production traits, was discovered in a small reference population of Western Pyrenees, that the last one had a better accuracy with 5% to 30%. Small population size characterized a multitude of sheep and goat breeds and researchers made multi breed genomic evaluation, mixing different breeds with common selection objectives. They observed that all breeds analyzed together had a very good prediction just in case of using one breed at the time concluded Auvray et al., (2014) in his study for Coopworth, Romney and Perendale with the exception for some traits in Perendale. Further researching was done and three models were applied and compared in goats by Carillier et al., (2014) who found out that the best regression were obtained by the per-breed model beside, multi- trait and multi-breed models. Multiple studies shows that the accuracy of the genomic prediction was lower in case of the large multi-breed and crossbreed sheep populations. That why was needed to use a SNP with a larger sequence than 50K that had given a better accuracy by using multi-breed genomic evaluation model, Baloche et al., 2014, Carillier et al. 2014). In his research Leggar et al., (2014) found out that in case of the cosmopolete sheep breeds this may work using multi-breed genomic to mix several of them with common genetic relationship from different countries, with similar traits like Saanen goats and crossbreds from England, France, Canada, and Italy or Boer goats from France. Genetic gain obtained using genomic comparing with traditional way of breeding for sheep grow up with almost 18% in a reference population with 2000 animals, (Shumbusho et al., 2013).

Modern technologies are used to improve the genetic gain by simulation with genotyped selection rams knowing that higher cost were determinate in the past for genotyping. Many studies were concentrate their attention on the Major Genes in sheep and goat which were determinate and associated with different production and reproduction traits important for the breeders. This type of genes have connection with a Mastitis is a disease that affect the milk production in sheep and goats and is determinate by Socs2 gene, (Rupp et al., 2015). For goats milk production was discovered alfa-S1casein, which gives a higher quantity of cheese, improving milk capacity of manufacturing, (Leroux et al., 1990). This genes were recently discovered and applications of them were implemented in the breeding program of small ruminants in France for preselection of the progeny testing. The modern technology was used to found this gene markers with a higher price initially, but the cost of sequencing and genotyping this days was reduced and helped a lot to multiply the genomic studies that are coming soon with new discoveries with more major genes.

**Genes associated with sheep milk traits**

Multiple qualities recommended sheep milk in the human consume with very healthy products like yogurt, cheese, cheddar having in his composition essential proteins, fats, lactose, and minerals with benefits for human consumption. This natural product obtained from sheep had to meet this qualities by improving constantly milk production traits: milk yield, milk protein, milk fat, and casein and lactose percentages. To achieve this objective very important factors participate and have control on sheep production by different genes that had a different response in each environmental factors. This way the genetic potential could be expressed at the optimal level and improved with each generation. New technologies appeared and come with molecular research to discover by PCR-RFLP genes that influence milk production in Turkish sheep breed, (Ozmen et al., 2014). POU1F1, is a complex protein that encodes a POU domain protein essential to the terminal differentiation and expansion of somatotrophs, lactotrophs, and thyrotrophs. This protein plays multiple roles being a transcription factor that regulates the transcription of itself and of other hormones and their receptors, growth hormone (GH), prolactin (PRL), Thyroid stimulating hormone beta subunit (TSHβ), Thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR), and growth hormone releasing hormone receptor (GHRHR). Mutations of POU1F1 gene were discovered and are responsible for diseases which give metabolic deficiencies of the GH, PRL, and TSH, (Yin Pang and Yee Chan, 2010). Both authors mention in their research that exist recessive and dominant inheritance of this autosomal genes and heterozygous individuals have a more severe disease symptoms. This mutations are
discovered in the POU-specific and POU-homeodomains with high-affinity for DNA binding on GH and PRL genes, (Yin Pang and Yee Chan, 2010). The same result obtain also Moioli et al., (2013) in his study and remind his applicability in marker assisted selection. Researchers from wide world extended their studies and observed that these genes have in their component palmdelphin (PALMD) and ring finger protein 145 (RFP145) discovered in Italian Altamurana sheep, and alpha-lactalbumin (L-ALB-A) observed in Spanish Churra sheep, (Moioli et al., 2013, Garsia-Gamez et al., 2012). Both authors mention that PALMD plays its role in cellular mechanism, producing a cytosolic protein implicated in membrane dynamics and RFP145 gene is responsible in cellular metabolism. The growth hormone encoded by the GH gene is involved in growth process and also in milk traits production. That way studies are continuing to appear with new discoveries and do Rosario et al., (2006) observed that GH1 was a gene correlated with lower milk yield in Serrada Estrela breed. Recently, (Dettory et al., 2015) showed that variants of this gene are involved also in tissue expression. Genes associated with milk traits, from sheep genome, are summarized in the table below with details about sheep breeds, chromosome, position on chromosome and their functions accomplished (Table 1).

A lot of studies were undertaken recently to fill the existent gap for sheep dairy breeds having in mind the examples from dairy cattle. The complex mechanism of milk production involves many genes responsible with different tasks. Some of these genes had the expression in the mammary gland and also play an important role in milk transcriptome. A few of them were studied by Georgios et al., (2019) in Chios breed (DNAJ-A1, GHR, LYP-LALI, NUP35, OXCT1 and RFP145) who found that are implicated in milk yield, each of them with a specific role. DNAJ-A1 is a proteins family that is involved in the ATP hydrolysis activity, protein folding, and protein transportation, prevents proteolytic degradation. DNAJ-A1 is a component of this family and acts as a co-chaperone to prevent cells against apoptosis in response to cellular stress, (Gotoh et al., 2004). Research on the role played by this type of genes continued with a study on milk transcriptome on Churra and Assaf breeds, with two genes belonging to the same family, DNAJ-A4 and DNAJ-B2, as functional candidates for milk yield, (Suarez-Vega et al., 2017). Later on was observed that these genes influenced milk yield by metabolic and mammary apoptosis which were associated negatively with lactation persistency. The last lactation stages were been affected by declining and the shape curve of daily milk yield reflected this on dairy species, (Stefanon et al., 2002). The growth hormone receptor (GHR) is responsible with growing process, and its expression was discovered in the mammary gland and the milk transcriptome, highly expressed in the liver, comparative to the other tissues analyzed for gene expression in sheep atlas (http://biogps.org/sheepatlas). Georgios et al., (2019) recommends further investigation, on Chios breed, to confirm the GHR gene connection with the sheep milk regulatory mechanism. In dairy cattle researches were done to explain the role played by growth hormone receptor (GHR) which was associated with an increased milk yield and a reduced milk somatic cell count (Tiezzi et al., 2015, Raven et al., 2014, Rahmatalla et al., 2011). Identification of unique and shared selection signals were done by comparison between dairy breeds and beef cattle to see the GHR, (Gutierrez-Gil et al., 2015). For example, 3-oxoacid CoA transferase 1 (OXCT1) has been associated favorably with both milk production, (Bionaz et al., 2008) and mastitis resistance, (Zarrin et al., 2014), and has been suggested to regulate mammary gland metabolism and milk synthesis during mastitis infection, (Tiezzi et al., 2015). In his research Georgios et al., (2019), found the expression of OXCT1 in mammary gland and immune tissues, high expression in the kidney cortex with a similar role in sheep milk yield. OXCT1 and NUP35, were detected in tissues related with milk production, were also enriched in immune related tissues, relative to the other tissues analyzed. The most significant SNP markers discovered for milk yield in similar studies on cattle were located in QTLs that overlaps with other QTLs identified in dairy sheep populations, (Raven et al., 2011), Rahmatalla et al., (2011).

Inclusion of the major genes in the breeding programs
Over the years major genes were included in SNP chips with valuable genetic data in the process of pre-selection in order to increase the discoveries of other genes in new animal populations. To be more precise genetic information already known helped a lot to make new discoveries by associating the effect of major genes and QTL with important economic traits included in breeding evaluation represented by adequate models that had to avoid bias. Such an example is the study of Martin et al., 2014 with major gene FeCL associated with prolificity of the Lacaune breed. That why he make remarks about the necessity to increase the research in this direction to discover large QTLs and major genes that will help a lot the genomic evaluation of the sheep populations. Also some recommendations are made with regard to the accomplishment of this desiderate to genotype more and more animals using single-step GBLUP methodology, to deal with multi-allelic gene or QTL haplotype, mixing them to found out their correlation and the benefits. Small ruminant milk production had different breeding goals to achieve and one of them was to improve the casein by the genotype of alfa-s1 casein in selected candidates, (Carillier et al., 2015). A new methodology approach known as Gene Content Multiple trait BLUP was discovered by Legarra and Vitezica, (2015) which demonstrate that it increasing
Table 1: Genes associated with sheep milk traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Sheep Breed</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POUF1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Turkish sheep</td>
<td>154027866-154043592</td>
<td>Regulate transcription for GH, PRL, and TSH</td>
<td>Ozmen et al., 2014;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yin Pang and Yee Chan, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP145</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>Italian Altamurana</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>responsible in cellular metabolism</td>
<td>Moioli et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALBA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Spanish Chura</td>
<td>137390403-137392415</td>
<td>responsible in cellular metabolism</td>
<td>Garsia-Gamez et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Serrada Estrela</td>
<td>14849149-14850884</td>
<td>lower milk yield</td>
<td>Vacca et al., 2013,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>do Rosario et al., 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>14854339-14856064</td>
<td>growth process, milk traits production, tissue expression</td>
<td>Dettory et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALMD</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>Italian Altamurana</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>cellular mechanism, producing a cytosolic protein implicated in membrane dynamics</td>
<td>Moioli et al., 2013, Garsia-Gamez et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>39692973-39028126</td>
<td>milk yield, metabolism and mammary apoptosis</td>
<td>Bowles, D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNAJA1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>40136610-40147235</td>
<td>milk yield, metabolism and mammary apoptosis</td>
<td>Giorgios Banos et al., 2019, Gotoh T. et al., 2004, Stefanon B. et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNAJA2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>28602532-28618994</td>
<td>milk yield</td>
<td>Suarez-Vega A. et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNAJB2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>16158346-16171780</td>
<td>milk yield</td>
<td>Suarez-Vega A. et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXCT1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>34443788-34607167</td>
<td>expressed mammary gland, immune tissues, kidney cortex, liver</td>
<td>Bionaz M. et al., 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSN1S1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>9469976-9471649</td>
<td>Increase Casein quantity for cheese making</td>
<td>Leroux et al., 1990; Bâlteanu et al., 2010; Lazăr et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSN1S2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>94793750-9481274</td>
<td>Increase Casein quantity for cheese making</td>
<td>Suarez et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASN</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>12314481-12333275</td>
<td>milk fat metabolism</td>
<td>Suarez et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSL1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>16088646-16154220</td>
<td>milk fat metabolism</td>
<td>Suarez et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPIN1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Churra and Assaf</td>
<td>21243542-21371164</td>
<td>milk fat metabolism</td>
<td>Suarez et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socs2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commercial French dairy</td>
<td>139298423-139303587</td>
<td>Mastitis, suppressor of cytokine signaling 2</td>
<td>Rupp et al., 2015; Oget et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHR</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>33625221-33923727</td>
<td>increased milk yield, reduced milk somatic cell, mammary gland</td>
<td>Georgios et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYPLAL1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>24731653-24762461</td>
<td>detected in tissues related to milk production</td>
<td>Georgios et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUP35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>136717318-136750188</td>
<td>detected in tissues related to milk production</td>
<td>Georgios et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRP15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Chios</td>
<td>23815587-23867013</td>
<td>mammary gland</td>
<td>Georgios et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prediction from 1 to 16% for milk protein content. There are some major genes with pleiotropic effect like socs2 mutation which gives a high number of somatic cell and also a higher milk yield and that why we have to pay attention to such type of combination when we prepare to trace the goals of the genomic evaluation, (Rupp et al., 2015). Artificial Insemination is dominant procedure when we take in account the goats and sheep flocks with 50% for goats and 23 % for sheep in France. Ancestor data are very important and often this type of information is missing and the lack of it is supplemented by the natural mattings with multiple-sire rams groups in intensive growing systems. The relatives' information is very important in increasing the accuracy of the genetic gain closely used to the DNA markers which can be detected if are any missing-identification of parents for each candidate tested, procedure used in New Zealand in multiple mating system (Dodds et al., 2005). Over the world there are using sets of parentage SNPs (BeadArray SNP50K) from different research teams undertaken in many research centers, and after investigations was discovered that only some of this SNPs sets overlaps and not entirely have in common genetic markers. This research centers that participated were from countries with tradition in sheep meat production: ISGC (http://www.sheephapmap.org/), Ag Research in New Zealand (Clarke et al., 2014), Meat Animal Research Center (USMARC) from the us (Heaton et al., 2014), CSIRO from Australia, (Heaton et al., 2014), and INRA from France, (Tortereau et al., 2015). That why this become on opportunity for the next years to discover and enlarge the number of the common markers which may define the most important economic traits by identifying new common SNPs between the sheep breeds for both type of dairy and meat production, (Heaton et al., 2014). The same path was followed in goats by using Illumina Caprine BeadChip in Sannen and Alpine goats in France, then in England and Italy to increase the number of farmers wanting to embrace this procedure more and more and this way minimizing the cost of genotyping the animals. The technologies recommended to be used
with low cost for genotyping the small ruminants were multi-species parentage BeadArray and MassARRAY platform (Sequenom) beginning with a fair price of 10 euros for each animal. Another benefit provided by these technologies was that the genotyped progeny that are included in genomic evaluation are very well appreciated by the extensive sheep farms which were using multi-sire mating and DNA parentage. Studies undertaken until now in other species were closed to the real marketing demands (Dodds et al., 2015).

This new modern strategies comes to solve some important problems that exist in the breeding of small ruminant and research center and consortium are participating a lot in giving solutions like International Sheep and Goat Genomics Consortia. A lot of care and attention was offered by the Management of Diversity Genomics which come to improve animal genetics and survey the variability and diversity of the small ruminant breeds. Genomic information comes with more accuracy closely related by the pedigree performances of the sheep and goat breeds which is welcome in some situation when is not complete or is missing (Eynard et al., 2015). Genomic information helps a lot to be taken the most appropriate decision when is all about how to choose which animal must be genetically conserved, avoiding the biased estimating breeding values and keeping the genetic diversity. With important results and implications in animal improvement (genebank) had developed all over the world great significance for in vivo and in vitro genetic conservation, (Mucha and Windig, 2009). That why these way by sequencing animals must be avoided accidental inbreeding, and specific and rare genetic variants could be identified when in pedigree and on SNP chips can be exposed only most common genetic variants. Genomic studies comes to help a lot the improvement of small ruminant and by conservation to preserve the diversity of the local breeds very well adapted to their environment.

Genomic selection came with a great improvement to the accuracy of estimating breeding value earlier in the life of the young animals, by decreasing the interval generation, and with a more attentive selection of the candidate. Great results were obtained in dairy cows using genomic selection attributes closely to the usual genetic evaluation for bulls in order to increase the selection accuracy for traits with varying heritability knowing that until now progeny testing had long interval generation which generates higher costs. Sheep dairy breeders with pyramidal flux very well organized had benefited of the most important activities like official milk recording, complementary natural mating followed by the artificial insemination, (Barillet, 1997, 2007; Carta et al., 2009). These priorities were established in order to have a better population with genetic improvement transferred to the commercial population by rams born from artificial insemination, (Barillet, 1997; Carta et al., 2009). First attempt to improve the genetic gain passing from nucleus to the commercial population was done in France in Lacaune breed and it was observed an improvement of 5 to 7 years (Barillet, 1997; Barillet et al., 2001). Almost 40 years ago the breeding programs had to improve milk production by estimating breeding value with a linear model which combine fat and protein milk yield (Barillet et al., 2001). After six years in Lacaune breed genetic improvement went to almost 6 liters milk yield and 100 g fat per milk yield liter with more than 400 rams with daughters tested for milk in 400 farms, (Barillet et al., 2007). In the last years in sheep and goat selection the tendency was to improve functional traits which affecting milk production, conformation, reproduction, fitness, resistance to mastitis and scrapie disease in order to decrease the expenses with the productive life and to maximize the effect generated by the Genomic selection, (Schaeffer, 2006). Also exist a lot of advantages by implementing the Genomic selection by decreasing the costs, reducing the genetic interval and improving continuously the nucleus of sheep breeds and having a fluent bonds with commercial flocks with a genetic progress in each generation (Schaeffer, 2006). It is very well known that by a good management of the selection, controlling the inbreeding, new interest traits will appear in the sheep dairy breeding program, (Colleau et al., 2009). Now these days the whole-genome was genotyped and sequencing in sheep and goats and this made possible to scan their genome, with low price, to found out with high-density SNPs chip the most important genetic markers. Genetic diversity of the animals today could be explain using markers for the special cases when the performances are hard to measure, had low heritability or are limited by sex, or may be is necessary to sacrifice the animal, (Goddard and Hayes, 2007; Hayes et al., 2009). A multitude of important traits are detected by markers during the curs of genotyping the dairy sheep when we spoke about parentage testing or PrP gene for scrapie resistance disease. Researching field was conducting studies to reveal how QTL had influence for several productive traits like Somatic Cell Counting, Fat Acid content in milk, udder fitness, nematode resistance, (Barillet, 2007; Gutiérrez-Gil et al., 2008; Carta et al., 2009). Genomic implementation had recent roots with the activities that take place in International Sheep Genomic Consortium (ISGC; http://www.sheephapmap.org) with a very good management control in which is participating 20 countries with a powerful instrument like SNP chip of 60K. In France a large population of Lacaune sheep was participating to the development of an important and representative reference population of this breed by accuracy gained with genomic estimating breeding value, (Astruc et al., 2010). Factors that affecting the reference population size were studied by optimization and one of them was the
density of markers engaged, explained Meuwissen et al., (2001). Also in real sheep population by comparison a few statistical models obtained a lower accuracy then that obtained by optimization with experimental population by Legarra et al., (2008) and in commercial population by de Roos, (2001). Following these studies in Lacaune breed was obtained a better accuracies for prediction of daughter yield deviations weighted by their effective daughter contribution, (Duchemin et al., 2012).

**CONCLUSION**

Genomic discovery become one of the most modern approach methodology for the explanation of the most profound and complex mechanism of genes in animal life. Every new information added is very useful by improving the genetic progress obtained by each generation in sheep milk production. Genomics is born recently and had to develop in the same rhythm with informatics giving a lot of data that must be quantified and valued by finding the connection between them. Sheep Genomics implementation had success mostly with a very good management control in which is participating 20 countries in a powerful congregation named International Sheep Genomic Consortium (ISGC; http://www.sheephapmap.org). Implementing the Genomics selection, this days, costs will decrease, reducing the genetic interval and improving continuously the nucleus of sheep breeds. Sheep Genomic data bases will create a fluent bond between commercial flocks and a valuable nucleus sheep breeds improving the genetic progress in each generation.
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